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PREFACE

While this paper discusses in detail the similarities and differ-

ences between teaching composition to native speakers and to

speakers of English as a secon,' language, the problems of students

learning to write in any second language will be the same. They,

too, will be struggling with the difficulties of composing
compounded with the difficulties of acquiring the new language.
This paper should, then, be of interest also to teachers of foreign

languages who are concerned with helping their students acquire
near-native competence in the. writing of connected discourse.

I have worked closely with several colleagues in presenting work-

shops on the teaching of ESL composition, and Pt is out of Lhese

workshops that this paper has been developed. David Davidson,

Gloria Gallingane, Uday Naval, and, in particular, Leslie Freeman

have contributed a framework, ideas, and.examples. I am grateful

to them for their help.



PROBLEMS AND TEACH I NG STRATEG I ES IN ESL COMPOS IT I ON

(If Johnny Has Problems, What about Juan, .lean, and Ywe-Han?)

The learning of a language comprises much more than the learning of
dialogues and the acquisition of "communicative competence" in the
.veryday version of the language in restaurants, post offices, and
stores. It is one thing to be able to ask for the salt; it is
quite another to be able to formulate concepts. Students learning
a second language learn how to communicate in speech and in writing,
but this learning is often built on short (one- or two-sentence)
statements or responses in a predetermined sequence, such as in a
dialogue, drill, or skit. There has been little emphasis on class-
room activities that let students practice how to formulate and
express ideas, how to argue and debate, how to criticize and how
to refute--aU of which are necessary if we are to have a real con-
versation and not just a social or business exchange. Responding
to an iraLe taxi driver is one very useful communicative skl.11;
expressing one's ideas on the tax proposal in the day's news is
another. One line, or one word, will do for the former. Nothing
less than logical connected discourse will do for the latter. Yet

Sheridan Baker's statement that "the highest function of language
is not communicative but conceptual" has unfortunately had little
impact on ESL (or any other language) teaching materials and
methods, which-tend to stress the purposeful function of language
in its everyday social, school, business, and home use (the speaker
survives in interaction with others), rather than the conceptual
function (the speaker expresses self).1

Teachers who are preparing ESL students to write hi English in
school or college cannot affot.0 to neglect the conceptual nature
of language. A student whose English functions adequately in an
AP supermarket suddenly reveals monumental problems in an essay
on "success" (a recent topic for the writing skills assessment for
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placement in the City University of New York). Problems with

expression of ideas are harder to disguise in writing than they

are in speech. When we speak, we all have our repertoire of "um's,"

"well's," "you know's," as well as gestures, facial expressions,

and responses from a listener to get us over difficult patelle.

Native speakers and ESL students alike find that one of the major

reasons writing poses a problem is that it is permanent and subject

to careful, repeated scrutiny; the message must be carried entirely

by the words, the syntax, and the discourse structure.

The spate of recent articles dealing with "Johnny" and his writing

problems deal primarily with the difficulties native speakers face

when they begin to write for school ur college. They have to learn

what amounts to a new language--at least the language of standard

edited English and perhaps even the more formal academic English.

They lack experience and confidence with the written mode; the very

act of writing is anfamiliar, and the presentation of ideas for a

stranger's eyes is intimidating. Students are awed by the authority

of the printed, and hence of the written, word. Some state that

they "hate to write." They are often not sure who it is they are

really writing for, ur even why they are writing at all. And

frequently what they say differs radically from the standard or

"prestige" dialect.

Students who are not native speakers of English face similar prob-

lems, and more besides. I am stressing here the difficulties that

Juan, Jean, Ywe-Ilan, Marie and all those others in our classes

have with composition, and not just with writing in English.2

There is a distinction. Of Wilga Rivers's four categories of

wri!-ing--writing down, writing in the language. production, and

exprJssive writing--only the last one, which entails "using the

code for purposeful communication," can truly be called composi-

tion.3 This last category involves generating and expressing ideas

in writing. The first three categories provide for writing exercises

in the definable skills that writers need. In themselves, they de

not provide practice in composing. All writers, when they compose,

make choices. This is the difficulty and the joy of composition. A

writer makes choices about content, organization, words, sentences,

paragraphs. A writer who is not doing a controlled textbook exercise

has no one telling him or her what to do or how to do it. And it is

precisely the range of choices that makes composing so formidable.

ESL students have not only the same problems as all other writers,

but an additional set that comes from composing in another language.

Their difficulties and some teaching strategies that deal with these

problems will be the subject of this paper.

ESL students have to aci!uire or consciow,ly learn the phonology,

inflection, syntactic structure,
vocabulary, and idiom of English.
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It takes time to build up a bulwark of intuition that will keep
the dragon Error from the gates. The students who arc not skilled
readers and writers in their first language haye to learn not only
a new language but new basic skills as well. The students who are
fully literate in their first language come to English composition
armed with the skills of reading and writing, but their strategies,
based on familiarity with the rhetorical 3tructure of the prose of
their first language, are not necessarily directly transferable to IP

the rhetorical structure of English. Faced with the task of learn-
ing how connected discourse works as well as how words and sentences
are put together, faced perhaps also with a lack of experience in
reading and writing in any language, ESL students often develop a
resistant attitude toward English itself--the language, the culture,
and the people.71.Cardner and Lambert show the importance of motiva-
tion for successful learning and the damaging effect of "anomie."'
For teachers of writing, a student's resistance to writing combined
with a resistance to the language itself presen's an even more
formidable challenge than that of the student's linguistic problems.
But challenges are to be wet.

One note of reassurance before we assess the dimensions of the

challenge: many of the techniques devised to motivate students and
to teach composition to native speakers are useful for ESL students,

too. And this is fortunate, since in many schools native speakers
end ESL students are in the same class, often a very large class.
Teachers who use books of sentence drills intended to familiarize
native speakers with the conventions of standard edited English
will find that these books arc useful for ESL students.5 They need

to be supplemented, however, as they neglect crucial areas of

difficulty: articles, prepositions, idiomatic structures, compara-
tive and superlative structures, and modal verbs, which text
writers assume (often incorrectly, by tho way) that native speakers

control. And a teacher who chooses to use a text based on one of
the following approaches will find it as useful to ESL students as

it is to native speakers: examination of prose models,6 paragraph

writing according to a model,7 free writing,8 simulation games,9

discussion of rhetorical principles,10 detailed analysis of written
texts,11 heuristic devices to aid invention and getting started,12
and writing from visual stimuli.13

The materials for native speakers are not the only elements adap-

table for use with ESL students. The basic philosophies of instruc-

tion are, too. When we pick up the composition of an ESL student,
we do not automatically have to look for and comment on errors.

We must always, at any level--even including low-level composition--

look at a piece of writing as a message conveying the writers'
ideas. We must, by the assignments we create, give studcnts an
opportunity to discover their voice. We damage that important
reader-writer relationship if we pick out in red all the mistakes
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we can find, and do not react to what the writer was writing about.

We do the writer harm if we are interested solely in the product

and not in the process of writing. 14 Our students should have the

same opportunities as native speakers to write drafts, to get feed-

back, and to rewrite. (I have just rewritten this paragraph twice

and moved it here from somewhere else.) But--and a very important

qualification for ESL composition teachers--even if we do pay

sprvpulous attention to encouraging our students to think originally

and'logically, to plan, write, and rewrite, we are still confounded

by the additional problems that our ESL studen have over and

above any native speaker's difficulties. Let turn to some of

these problems.

Sentence Structure and Grammar

4

The most obvious and pressing problem for most teachers is that of

errors in sentence structure and grammar. That is, after all, what

teachers--or any readers for that matter--see first. There is a

temptation for us all to see missing -ed endings, throw up our

hands, and press down on our red pens, often without stopping long

enough to realize that the student has used the -ed ending correctly

75 percent of the time. (This writer acknowledges such transgres-

sions.) When we see what Mina Shaughnessy calls "derailed sen-

tences," our first impulse is to write idiom, struc., or awk.15

A student once asked me about a great many awk. comments on a

returned paper: she thought it was a cry of pain from the teacher,

which it undoubtedly was. If we examine why the student is writing

awkward sentences, we often see that he or she is grappling with

complex ideas and is taking risks in this good cause. The necessity

of having to read and "mark" a considerable number of papers in one

sitting sometimes makes us unable to see intelligibility through the

fog of a few mistakes. Yes, there are six "wrong" words and a mis-

sing negative in the following passage from a student's composition--

The most important quality that I expect in a spouse is

understanding. My spouse would have to have a lot of

patients with me because I am a very muddy person.

Sometimes when I have a date with a girl, and I feel in

a bad muddle, I usually take the hostility out on her.

If she likes me, she mine it too much. But if she's

not so found of me, it will probably be the end of the

relationship. I have tried to change my muddy habits,

but up to this day I still haven't masterdem.

Underlining or circling in red patients, muddx_, muddle, mine,

found, and masterdem might just make the student throw the paper

4
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'down in disgust (partlywith himself). Instead, a comment here on
the good use of an example, on the variety of sentence structure
and clear use of punctuation, and above all on the lively content
will set a frame of reference within which the student will want
to correct word errors himself in order to' make the point more
clearly.

In spite uf its many errors, notice how much easier it is to follow
the passage above than this one:

Some TV program are good and other bad for the children.
For the children I woul not like that they watching pro-
grams there are not of agree with their age because the
children should be suggestive or imitate. The parent
should indicate the child, what program could to see
them.

Here we,get totally lost in the confused syntax of the second sen-
tencd: the relationships between the parts of the sentence are
unclear. How does that because clause fit it? We hardly know any
more what idea the writer is trying to express. The wrong words
used in the first passage give the reader far less trouble--a pause
to work out that muddy means moody, perhaps, but the writer's mes-
sage is generally unimpeded. This difference between "local"
(minor) errors in the first passage and "global" (overall sentence
organization) errors in the second passage is a crucial one. Marina
Burt and Carol Kiparsky, in their very useful reference book, point
out how the correction of the global errors of sentence structure
immediately works wonders*for the intelligibility of the prose. 16

A few wrong words or missing -s endings do not necessarily obscure
the ideas. And composition teachers should be looking primarily
for ideas, not for mistakes. In the following sentence, the missing
the is small fry compared to the confusion introduced into the sen-
fence by the intrusive who:

Career prospects should be first thing that a person
who looks for in his first job.

It is especially these "derailed" sentences that make ESL students'
writing such a difficult problem for teachers. Derailments fre-
quently occur when students attempt to use the academic voice and to
make their sentences more complex. They begin a sentence with some-
thing other than the subject and get lost in the process:

Dealing with a subject such as crime it wouldn't have
been to tough of a task to do so.

They try a who or a which clause, which makes the sentence look
long enough for it to end:

o



A person who majors in history in college and can't get

a desent job.

They subordinate in the wrong way, in the wrong place:

Because she had an accident, shn always drove fast.

Why do they do this, we might ask. Why don't they stick to what

they (and we) know they can do--the simple subject-verb sentence?

But we want our students to take risks to advance beyond Dick and

Jane, to try out newly acquired or almost acquired syntactic forms,

and if we don't encourage them to do that in our classes, then

they might be cautious forever. We have to try to understand why

our students write these types of sentences. They might be trans-

lating from their first language; they might be trying out what

they assume is a legitimate structure of the target language, but

are hampered by insufficient knowledge of.correct usage; they might

be unsure of what they are trying to express, (and would therefore

floinder in any language); or they might be insecure in the situa-
0

tion in which they find themselves and retreat from it, in defense,

into unintelligibility.

Leslie :reeman came across this passap,' in one of her students'

papers, describing an intervHw with another student about an

important person in her life.17

Is good tu know that someone always kept a good memory

of someone close to and dear too. Sometime is not

necessary to know a person visually. The legend of a

person remain alive in many memories that one could

picture the aquantence.
As I made an interview of what individual is or

had being more memorable to my i-terviewer that made

me espression of knowing her la ...Jmadre (Godmother)

the same length of time.

She talked to her student about this piece C writing. He explained

that he had felt it was not quite "proper" for him to be interview-

ing another student in the class and writing down information she

had given him about her private family life. He then talked

lucidly about the incerview as follows:

As I was interviewing this lady, she began to talk to me

about her godmother and the relationship that assisted

between godmother and godchild. The way she spoke about

"comadre"--the name she was known by-in her community--

was in a way that it make me feel as if I have made her

acquaintance before.



He had had a clearidea oF what he could say, but he needed to feel

it was appropriate befere he could articulate what he knew.

Thus, if the student is experiencing difficulties with grasping the

concept of sentence structure, the teacher should be certain that

he or -She knows what is causing the problem before assigning exer-

, -Izises, If the difficulty arises from an inappropriate or unclear
assignment, then it is the teacher who needs to do Cie "remedial"

work. If the problem r3sults from the student's native language
interference, interference from developmental stages of interlanguage
(hypotheses made about the target language based n an incomplete

t, knowledge of that language),18 expectations about the nature of

academic prose, or interference from nonstandard elements in a spoken

dialect (fiiSt- or second-generation immigrants who live in a neigh-

borhood wherp a nonstandard dialect is spoken will pick up and learn
this dialect uf English), the student's writing will contain.gram-
matical errors, word choice errors, and the syntactic errors of

deraired sentences. The teacher, therefore, neees to devise teaching

stratdgiess. Some sgestions follow.

Strategies

A variety of avenues of attack are open to the teacher. Freeman's

technique of talking with the students, asking them what they want

to say, and taking dictation as they say it has prbved in many

cases to help-the teacher establi,sh the causes of the lack of

intelligibility; the pe:sonal discussion about the students' writilg

also provides.the students with a valuable English-speaking audience

for the expression of their ideas. Ideas,Thote. Not just rehearsal

of pattern sentences or paragraphs, bat concepts that the /

students form and ant to (or have to) put on paper. In a orE-to-

one conference, grammatical structures can also be explained more

effectively than in a classroom, for here the teac-er hLs the stu-

dent's undivided attention and can use examples that are of personal

interest to the student, or examples from the student's own writing.

I once saw a student's eyes light up with th..; joy of sudden compre-

hension as she "got" in real light bulb fashion the difference

between the -s on a plural noun and the -s on a third person singu-

lar verb. WeThad, incidentally; been "doing" that very point in

class for a week or so. Of course, one-to-one conferences take

time, a. luxury item for many teachers. So assignTents take their

place, and many of these are extremely helpful. They focus the

student's attention on a specific feature, they can be assigned to

an individual, a small group, or a while ciass, and they can be

short and therefore quickly checked. Some examples follow.

7
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1. Sentence-combining exercises based on a particular pattorn

give practice in lexical and syntactic embedding. For example, to

practice embedding of relative clauses, students can be given a

series of pairs of sentences such as:

That is the man. He robbed me.19

Some ESL textbooks contain such structurally controlled sentence-

combining ex(rcises.20

2. Combining of short kernel sentey'es, or de-combining of long

convoluted sentences from the students' own writing, gives groups

of students or the whole class an opportunity to work out the

options available to a writer and to exPIO'n)new sentence patterns.

3. Controlled compositions let students work on discrete giammati-

cal points by making one change and any resulting changes through-

out akpassage. For example, students rewrite a passage changing ,

the subject, e.g. a girl, from singular to plural. This type of

exercise is basically a grammar manipulation exercise, but students

are working with connected discourse instead of with the single,

isolated sentences of so many grammar exercise textbooks. They

can also work on passages of their own writing, using the structure

to be practiced, and then rewrite their own composition. For

example, they write a paragraph beginning "A girl in my country

usually..." and then rewrite it as "Girls in my country usually...."

Controlled composition textbooks are available at various levels.21

4. Fillin-the-blank passages offer deleted words--not every
seventh word necessarily, as in the original cloze test, but the

words the student is having difficulty with: all the pronouns,

all the articles, eta. Passages can be chosen from literature,

journalism, or again from the student's own papers.

S. Rephrasing sentences gives practice in syntactic or stylistic

options. When students are asked to express a stated idea in a

different way, they become aware of the choices a writer makes.

They also practiLe sentence patterns. For example, they rephrase

"She has ten children and six cats" as "She has not only ten chil-

dren but six cats as well." Or they can write captions for a

cartoon, exploring tone and register as they devise, for example,

different ways of expressing "I didn't do it" to various people in

varied situations.

6. Expanding sentences with details provides syntactic practice

with modifiers and rhetorical practice with illustrative details.

Students can begin with a sentence like "The boy kissed the girl"

and add details to it to answer such questions as What kind of boy?

Where did he kiss her? When? Why? How? What was she wearing? 22

8
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7. Assigned, but "free," writing tasks let the students write
freely whatever ideas they have on a given subject; a4_,the same
time, however, the assignments are carefully controlled in chat
the topic is chosen by the teacher--chosen precisely because it is
likely to generate on paper the specific rhetorical form and syn-
tactic structures the students need to practice. James Moffett

--' sees "cognitive stimulation" as the "best developer of syntax."
He noticed third-graders using If... or When... structares in their
journals-7both unusual structures for eight-year-olds. But they
were reporting on observations of candle flames and needed the
structures to express the fact that "if I cover the candle with a
jar, then it goe3 out."23 The choice of topic, Men, neads to be
given more thought than just "Is this interesting?" We need to
consider what kind of writing the topic will generate. A student
who is asked to interview another person and describe that person's
daily routine, for instance, will inevitably be dealing with chron-
ological organization and with the third person singular present
tense -s inflection. The teacher can review this in advance.

Marking a paper

As soon as totally free writing is assigned, teachers face the old
problem of how to mark a paper with a lot of mistakes in it.
There is no one solution, nor should there be. There are as many
solutions as there are teachers, teaching styles, learners, and
learning styles. The way you would mark the passage on page 4
would probably be different from the way I would mark it: differ-

ent, but not necessarily better or worse. Some teachers select
from each paper a few grammatical items (articles or -ed endings,
for example) and correct only those errors. Others might select
the same few items but merely indicate where an error occurs--by
underlining or by an X in the margin--instead of correcting it.
Some teachers mark cumulatively; that is, once a grammatical item
has been discussed, explained, and practiced in class, errors in
it are indicated or corrected. Others merely indicate errors in
items that have been practiced, but correct all others. Some

teachers work from a numbered checklist of which all students have
a copy: if articles appears as number 8 on the list, the teacher
writes an 8 in the margin of the line containing the error. Others

attach a completed checklist to each paper. Donald Knapp has
devised a system of using a checklist to reinforce a student's
successes.24 Michael Witbeck uses peer correction procedures, with
students working in pairs.25 Many teachers feel that students are
capable of finding errors themselves and write a note like "There
are seven errors with articles. Can you find them?"

9



Various studies on the relative value of end or marginal comments,

or ef positive or negative comments, tell us little about what most

helps students to improve their Writing.26 But if we want our

students to keep on writing, to take pleasure in expressing ideas,

and to revise and polish, then we should always respond to the

ideas expressed and not only to the number of errors in the paper.

A system that the students truly understand, that generates Oes-

tions about writing, and that leads to revision for the sake of

the reader is a system that each teacher needs to develop--a simple,

consistent system, with positive feedback to the students. Paul

Diederich, author of the classic Measuring Growth in English,

believes that "noticing and praising whatever a student does well

improves writing more than any kind or amount of correction of what

he does badly."27 This applies to Juan as well as to Johnny.

Rhetorical Structure and Organization

The need to work on sentence error is a very real need, but we

teachers of ESL students must not let it swamp us. Peter Elbow

notes that "it's no accident that so much attention is paid to

grammar in the teaching of writing. Grammar is the one part of

writing that can be straiglitforwardly taught."28 Many of us try,

though, to pay attention to the structure of the composition as

well as to the structure of the sentence. That is, we try to teach

our students something about the rh(torical structure of English,

how one idea follows another, how an idea is supported by details,

how a paragraph is structured, how an essay is put together. The

problem is that not all of us agree on the rules of rhetorical

structure and organization as we do on the rules of subject-verb

agreement. There is no one rule for the position (or even the

existence) of the topic sentencc vf a paragraph. ESL texts offer

models of rhetorical forms (description, chronological narration,

comparison and contrast, etc.) and ask students to imitate them in

a kind of rhetorical pattern practice, or they offer pages of

instruction on how paragraphs and essays should be organized. Very

few let the students actually do it themselves.29

Native speakers of English have to learn how to organize their

ideas so that they are as clear as possible for the reader. This

is especially difficult for most ESL students. The question of

rhetorical structure and how it differs from one culture to another

is discussed fully by Robert Kaplan.30 Certainly many of us have

read prose written by speakers of Spanish, Chinese, or Arabic that

seems flowery, circular and evasive, or convoluted compared to the

linear movement of the English paragraph and essay, in which the
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topic-support form reflects the subject-predicate form of the
English 3entence. Kaplan suggests that students literate in their
first language transfer the written structure of that language to
English--with very un-English results. Even if some universal

concepts of rhetorical structure underlie the cross-cultural dif-
ferences, these have not yet been articulated clearly enough to be
teachable, so ESL students in the meantime need to be familiar with
the major modes of written organization in English, modes that will
be clear and familiar tr: a reader.

Strategies

1. Kaplan advocates (a) the study and imitation of prose models,
following the pattern of paragraph organization; (b) making outlines
of professional writing to discover the principles of organization;
and (c) putting into order the "scrambled" sentences of a paragraph.
These techniques begin--and sometimes end--with writing initiated
by someone other than the student in the composition class.

2. Michael Donley proposes the technique of line-by-line dictation
of a paragraph, with a pause for discussion after each line of
what might lie ahead.31 This technique can be expanded to include
the use of the students' own compositions. After the whole passage
has been discussed and dictated, it is examined in detail for the
devices that link one idea to another: linking words, relative and
demonstrative pronouns, refei.ential pronouns, verb tenses, subor-
dination, and comparatives, for example. This is dealing in a

concrete way with what Ross Winterowd calls the "grammar of coher-

ence," a grammar as important for the ESL student writer as the
intra-sentence grammer..)- Students need to know not only how to

put words together to make a sentence, but how to put ideas together

to make sense.

3. Barry Taylor proposes that even low-level ESL students begin
to work on the basic strifteAture of a paragraph and specifically on the

ways to establish chronological order. 'Students interview a partner

and write a paragraph about the partner, using a list of questions as
a guide. Or they write a paragraph from a chronological list of

activities, adding details, frequency words, linking words, and a

topic sentence. Taylor's view coincides with my own that ESL compo-

sition teaching should begin early because "non-linguistic factors

[intellectual and logical factors] are significant in learning to

write."33

4. my own text, Focus on Composition, addresses the issue of

organization after the students have put some ideas down on paper.34

11
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The students are encouraged to ask questions about their own and

each other's writing: "Why did I put that idea first?" for

instance. In this way, prime importance is given to writing a

draft. Once the ideas are dowirciii paper, the students look at

' what they have written and bean to see that the organizing of

these newly generated ideas should not be arbitrary. Choices open

up, and the students begin to feel more in control as they select

from the vast number of options available to them as writers.

5. Students can examine passages of writing (professional and

their own) to make predictions about organizational links:

a. They can be given a prose passage with the linking words

and phrases deleted. They can read this aloud, making

selections for the blanks as they go, or they can work

together in groups to select the best alternative.

b. They can be given lists of ideas with the cohesive links

removed, to make up into a paragraph.

c. They can be given the "skeleton" sentences of a paragraph

(particularly a narrative paragraph), to which they add

details, confronting as they do so their options for devel-

oping a point and for moving from it to the next one. For

example: Add details to develop and illustrate the idea

of the first sentence and to lead up to the last sentence:

An uncomfortable car is a nightmare on a long trip....When

you arrive at your destination, you feel exhausted.

In the sameay as good readers rely on prediction, good writers

should build into their writing the pi,ssibility fur the reader to

predict what will come next and perhads even what form it will

take. If students read a great deal and analyze what they read for

its organizational structure, and if they are encouraged to view

their own writing as something that will be "reading" for somebody

else, they will e a valid reason to work on improving the struc-

tural organization of their compositions. In a class where teacher

and students read, comment on, and give advice about student-

produced writing, the students will be encouraged to work on how

they are expressing their ideas and on making them as lucid and as

grammatically accurate as possible for a familiar audience.

Reading

The study of rhetorical structure and organization is thus inti-

mately related to reading and analyzing what has been written.

12
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-Composition teachers cannot restrict themselves solely to composi-

tion. Reading is essential in that it is the study of what has

been written. A knowledge of our students' reading level is ndces-
sary, for students who have nct mastered the basic skills of read-

ing and writing in their first language will certainly have far

more difficulty with reading and writing in English than literate

students. In plarning lessons, the teacher has to know if he or

she is teaching these skills to students who would need "remedial"

work in'their own language. If so, the teacher can take much less

for granted and has to concentrate on such basic skills as finding

_the main idea in a passage and then writing a pa:Fsage with a main

idea. Many ESL reading texts contain good exercises on synonyms,
word forms, and prepositions, which direct the students' attention

to the words of the reading passage, But they also need exercises

to help them with reading speed and comprehension, and with the

ability to abstract and make inferences.

Strategies

1. To determine a student's reading ability, cloze tests are use-

ful. These tests, in which every seventh word in a short passage

is deleted, have been found to be a good measure of reading compre-

hension and to correlate highly with scores on overall language

proficiency tests.35

2. To improve students' reading ability, timed readings can be

assigned, followed by questions on the content and inferences, and

exercises on contextual clues to the meanings of words. Practice

with syntactic patterns can also help students to read in "chunks"

of meaning, rather than word by word. Sentence de-combining

reveals the chunks and is especially useful for relative clauses.

3. Syntactic practice through sentence completion or sentence

combining will aid successful reading, and the reading then will

reinforde syntactic meaning. When readers or writers can predict

what is coming next, they will feel more secure. But assigning

masses of reading does not do the job. Selections and tasks have

to, once again, be chosen with care by the teacher if students are

to use "structural expectancy" as a reading aid.36

4. Reading extensively does have its own value: it reinforces

the syntax and lexicon of English and also exposes the readers to

the cultural component of rhetorical structure and the writer's

.values within the culture. It is thus an invaluable resource for

the content and form of writing in English.

13



S. ESL reading specialists are mow beginning to propose ways of

helping students improve their reading by having them make hypoth-

eses which they then confirm ol modify.37 As we read, we predict

what is coming next. If students become aware of this from their

reading exercises, they will realize that when they write, that is,

when they "make" their own reading for a reader, that reader will

be predicting and hypothesizing from their writing, too. Such an

awareness takes writing out of its classroom vacuum.

Vocabulary, Spelling, and Idiom

If students also increase their knowledge of vocabulary and idiom

through reading exercises or through extensive reading, that can

only help their writing. Errors in word choice, word form, word

ending, or idiom are what many readers jump on immediately, what-

ever the level, of the content. So work on these problems is

important from elementary to advanced levels. When a student has

tO write well to pass a course, to get into college, or to get a

job, vocabulary should be a part of every composition class,

especially the vocabulary that is specific to composition, such as

formal academic vocabulary and technical terms. The necessity 'for

direct, systematic vocabulary instruction is stressed for native

speakers by Mina Shaughnessy,38 and for ESL students by Jack

Richards39 and Elliott Judd. 40 As Richards points out, there are

few researchers and text writers who deal with direct instruction',

as opposed to the incidental teaching of vocabulary through other

activities such as reading.

As in the case of sentence error, it is useful to try to assess

the causes of errors in vocabulary and spelling. When is a word

"wrong"?

It could be a wrong word form: efficiency used for efficient.

(All the examples come from actual students' papers.)

It could be a wrong choice of word: arrive to instead of in

or at. Errors of this type occur frequently with prepositiEns

and compound verbs.

It could be a cognate form: assist used for attend (asistir in

Spanish).

It could be phonetically similar to the correct word: muddy

instead of moody, assist instead of exist, patients instead of

patience.

14
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It could be a circumlocution for an unknown word: someone who

write for the newspaper instead of journalist.

It could be a non-word in English, a representation of a word

never seen in writing by the student, who makes an approximate

guess at the spelling: as a manifact used for as a matter of

fact.

It could be misspelled because the student does not know or

does not apply the rules: recieve, makeing, puting.

It couid be misspelled berause of the way the student pronounces

it. There is a conflict between the phonetic system of English

and the student's first language, but the misspelling produces a

real word in English. This is especially confusing for the

reader: most instead of must, leave instead of live, when in

place of went, mine in place of mind.

It could be the wrong word in the context: W.:body can dissent

those facts (used for deny).

It could have the wrong inflection: differents houses, bringed,

she bring_, those are mines.

It could be a word from the spoken register instead of the

written: Lady Macbeth was a real dumbo.

It could be not so much wrong as just a cliche and unsuitable,

as with the repeated use of nice, pretty, thing, something, etc.

What causes these wrong words? Native language or developmental

influence, logical assumptions, wild guesses, carelessness, ar

desperation? Or has the student never used a dictionary before?

Once the teacher has some idea of the causes, which the student's

writing or conversdtion usually reveals, teaching strategies can

be devised. Or, better, learning strategies. For here more than

in any other area of composition teaching, the teacher can only

point the students in the right direction.

Strategies

Where there are systems, they can be taught. Students should not

be led to see English as an impenetrable mass of unsystematic word

formation and spelling. Teachers can do the following:

1. Work with students on common prefixes and suffixes.
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2. Introduce its word forms (suggestive, suggestion, suuest,
sugestivelp and connotations every time a new word is introduced

in class.

3. Present students with pairs of words commonly confused and

have them use the words in sentences: weather and whether, accept

and except.

4. Encourage students to keep a notebook and to enter into it, in

a sentence, every new word they come across.

S. Use cloze passages with tricky wurds deleted. If students work

on these passages in small groups, they, will discuss suitable words

for each blank space, and will thus often learn a great deal about

connotation from each othel. A technique_I use often is to give

three students a passage with blanks: they select whatever words

they think are appropriate. Then I give each group lists of three
possible words for each.blank, one of the words being the author's

choice; and the other two thesaurus substitutes. Ther we all dis-

cuss the meanings, associations, register, struCtural properties,

and derived forms of each word.

6. Introduce students to the most common spelling rules, e.g.,

doubling, final e, final L.

7. Use dictation exercises to help students translate speech into

writing. Lists of paired words can be put on tape, for example.

In this way the teacher will, as Shaughnessy urges, "develop an

awareness of the main discrepancies between the student's pronunci-

ation of words and the models of pronunciation upon which the

spelling system is based."41

8. Introduce the students to academic vocabulary--the words that

are not used in speech but in formal writing. Words like therefore,

however, and in contrast must be presented in the context of the

TATITEhey connect. As this vocabulary of coherence relates to

the context of a whole passage of connected discourse, exercises

imiolving single sentences or even pairs of sentences will not

demonstrate the range of use. ESL texts fail us badly here. Most

of the exercises that deal with these "transition" or "linking"

words do so within two sentences, with very little rega1 to the

very different contex,3 required for the use of many con ectors,

particularly those that express contrast; nevertheless arkd on the

other hand, for instance, are often listed together but a e rarely

synonymous and interchangeable.

9. Introduce the students to any "key words" necessary fcir any

one piece of writing; for writing about the family, for example,
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relationship words and terms like nuclear and extended might be
presented and used in discussion before writing.

10. Encourage the students to work alone with avaliaLle programmed
spelling texts or vocabulary development texts.42

With all this additional work to be done in a composition class
on vocabulary, spelling, idiom, sentence error, reading skills,
and rhetorical structure and organization, teachers might well
wonder why they are assigned only an hour or two a week for this
mannoth task, and why the teaching of composition is left until so
late in the student's exposure to English. The formidable chal-
lenge I spoke of earlier (on page 3) begins to reveal its true
dimmnsions. It is not at all surprising that in ESL composition
classes the process of composing and the invention of original
ideas has taken a back seat behind all the looming giants of "cor-
rect usage." But we are not done yet. There is another problem
area that the teacher of ESL composition has to face.

What Students Write about and How They Feel
about English: Content and Attitude

What makes a composition class in ESL different from a grammar

class? It should be that there is attention paid to the ideas, the
flow, the pauses, the juxtapositions, the imagery that make a piece
of writing live. How many grammatically accurate but deadly dull
compositions have we all read? Probably far too many for our
liking and for our view of ourselves as good composition teachers!
The composition with flair and originality, one that is reaching
out to a reader, is a welcome relief even if it has -s endings all
in the wrong places. "Here's a writer," we say, and the business
of helping put the -s in place appears easy.

But we should also ask ourselves how many deadly dull topics we
have assigned. Some ESL texts, when they depart from syntax and
grammar exercises, ask students to write about their families,
school, and events in their past. Texts for native speakers,
on the other hand, abound in devices for motivating students to

write: photographs, cartoons, controversial readings, mysteries,

games, and problem solving. Only a few ESL texts contain tasks of

this nature. We know from research on the composing process about
the mechanical response to much school-initiated writing, those
age-old topics that teachers assign. Yet we still assign them,

mark the errors, and give grades.

1 7
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In the fear of developing negative attitudes toward writing, we

do sometimes turn away from these trusty old cross-cultural topics

and ask our students (especially those in a class with native

speakers) to write about current issues: elections, pollution,

marijuana, abortion, or teenage rebellion. We forget that they

find reading difficult and that they know very little about the

politics and ecology of this country. And, of course, their reli-

gious, cultural, and family backgrounds often allowlio pros and

cons on certain issues. There is no chance of an opposing opinion

being considered in the face of a lifetime of firmly entreniked

and mandated beliefs. Students turn away from writing if thby are

asked to discuss culturally alien topics.

It is interesting to note that when writing centers were set up in

the U.S. in the early 1970s to offer students help with "fundamen-

tals," those fundamentals turned out to be not grammar and sentence

structure as everyone had supposed, but rather the "problematic

attitude of the students toward 'English' an0 toward thf.tmse:ves as

potential users of the language."43 These were native speakers of

English. Such attitudes are even more widespread among ESL stu-

dents. They might be recent immigrant3, suffering from culture ...

shock, feeling lonely, alienated, and resentful. They might be

from professional families in their own country, now employed in

menial jobs because of difficulties with the language. Their fam-

ilies might be unemployed. They might be separated fram their

families, trying to adjust alone to a new language and new values.

They might be trying to adjust to a "modernized" society from a

background of a more traditional society and suffering from the

resultant "clash of consciousness."44 In such circumstances, they

view any contact with the people and the language as agonizing.

When we are preparing our composition classes and making plans for

what the students will write about, we have to remember the students

who might already feel resistance to "English" and to writing in

English for an English-speaking teacher.

Stratqies

I have always found it useful, for myself as well as for the stu-

dent, to confront a problem like this head-on by talking about it

in private with he student. The expression of some of the resent-

ment clears the air. Sometimes students can be asked to write

about their feelings toward the new language and culture. If we

point out to students that their attitude is endangering their suer

cessful learning of the language, which in turn is preventing

adaptation into the society, they often begin to try to overcome

their resistance or, by expressing it, to confront it directly.

18
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For such stUaents, classroom topics for discussion And writing are
more successful if they are somewhat de-personalized at the outset.
Pictures to react to, passages to read, moral problems to debate,
scenes to describe, and activities to narrate can be whole-class
assignments that students can write from varying points of view.
A photograph of a village scene, for example, can be described first
in a positive manner by.the students, and then the description can
be rewritten with a negative response. Students thus write two

versions and compare their own papers with other students', noting
thworganization, inclusions and exclusions, beginnirg and ending,
vocabulary, sentence structure, number of sentences, and the most
interesting part ofteach description.. Topic5 like "What I Dislike
about the U.S.A." Ore to be avoided at all costs, except in dis-
cussion in a private conference.

Composition classes can be made or marred at the time of choosing
topics. Whether teachers use a text or their own materials, when
they ask students to put pen to paper, they are asking for an
incredibly complex set of operations to begin. These operations

involve concepts, mechanics, information, motor skills, logic,
imagination, diligence, care, and more besides. Choosing a topic
is thus not something to be done lightly, as the right topic can
initiate classroom activities for many, many lessons. It is at the

time of selecting a topic that the teacher decides on the intellec-
tual challenge of the task and establishes.priorities and types of
acUvities. The following questions for teachers to answer as they
choose composition assignments reveal the complexity of the job;

How many students in this class have a resistant attitude
toward English?

What topics should I avoid, if any?

W e,

What will this group of students enjoy writing about?

What topic will students learn from--not only about writing
but about the subject matter?

What will I enjoy reading?

Would I be interested in writing an this topic?

What rhetorical structures is this topic likely to generate
(spatial order, analysis, argument, etc.)?

Are the students prepared to handle them: have they read

and analyzed such structures and have they tried them out
themselves?
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What vocabulary and idioms do the students need to write

about this topic? How can I prepare them?

What sentence structures is the topic likely to generate

(past tense, conditional clauses, modifiers, indirect speech,

etc.)?

Do the students know how to use these structures?

What reading material will prepare the students for this

topic, either in content or in structure?

Whom will the students be writing for: me, other students,

or an outside reader?

How will I incorporate time for the process cf composition

(planning, writing drafts, revising) into my lessons?

What will I look fer as I read the essays on this topic?

How can the students help each other?

Conclusion

Choosing topics is, as we have seen, but one of the tasks confront-

ing the composition teacher, albeit an important one. This paper

has discussed the problems that ESL students have with sentence

structure, grammar, rhetorical structure, organization, vocabulary,

spelling, idiom, reading, and attitude toward English, and has

suggested some ways of dealing with these problems. But the prob-

lems, many as they are, do not constitute the entire range of consid-

erations for the composition teacher. They represent the additional

needs of ESL students--additional, that is, to the basic content

of any composition course: attention to the writer's options, to

the forming of concepts, to the expression of ideas for a reader,

and to writing as a process and not just a product. For Juan as

well as for Johnny, learning to compose is learning how to express

ideas in writing. The rest is ancillary.
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